OPTIONAL: Computer Science “Final”
Your mission, if you choose to accept it, is to beat a series of games testing
all aspects of creativity and wit. There are a total of 6 games; beat as many as you
can. Some require you to best a certain score, others simply need you to win.
Once you beat a particular game please take a screenshot as proof. Place as
many as you get inside a folder and email them to me at nnohner@gmail.com with
the subject line Last Name + # of games beaten. The top 3 get prizes!!!
Happy gaming,
Nohner

Quicker Games

Longer Games

Game 1: Cursor x10

Game 4: Desktop Tower Defense

Use your gaming logic to best this
simple race to the rooftop game. Good
luck. Simply win, no high score
requirement.

In this game you create a path that the bad
guys have to travel through. I need you to
beat level medium. I would play through
easy first to understand the different towers
and the bad guys you will have to face.

Game 2: Curveball

Game 5: Motherload

“No matter how good you become at
tennis, you can never be better than a
wall.” Mitch Hedberg. Well, curveball is
equally perplexing. The score to beat is
20,205.

Motherload has a mystery buried within.
Can you best it? My advice: save often and
don’t mess around in the shallows, go deep
by creating a long vertical tunnel. Warning:
huge time commitment.

Game 3: Text Twist

Game 6: Bot Arena

Unscramble letters to make words. Find
the 6 letter word to move to the next
round. Careful for the time limit. Score to
beat is 9,870.

I created a quick tutorial for this game to
give you some hints on game dynamics.
Beat the career mode and you win!

Bonus Games To Try with Headphones One. I like the giraffe one

